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ABSTRACT 
FORMULATION OF AN OPTIMAL SEARCH STRATEGY FOR SPACE 
DEBRIS AT GEO 
By 
Daniel Jonathan Jackson 
 
 The purpose of this thesis is to create a search strategy to find orbital debris when 
the object fails to appear in the sky at its predicted location. This project is for NASA 
Johnson Space Center Orbital Debris Program Office through the MODEST (Michigan 
Orbital Debris Survey Telescope) program. This thesis will build upon the research 
already done by James Biehl in “Formulation of a Search Strategy for Space Debris at 
GEO.” MODEST tracks objects at a specific right ascension and declination. A circular 
orbit assumption is then used to predict the location of the object at a later time. Another 
telescope performs a follow-up to the original observation to provide a more accurate 
orbit predication. This thesis develops a search strategy when the follow-up is not 
successful. A general search strategy for finding space debris was developed based on 
previous observations. A GUI was also generated to find a search strategy in real-time for 
a specific object based upon previous observations of that object.  
 Search strategies were found by adding a 2% mean random error to the position 
and velocity vectors. Adding a random error allows for finding the most likely location of 
space debris when the orbital elements are slightly incorrect.  A bivariate kernel density 
estimator was used to find the probability density function. The probability density 
function was used to find the most probable location of an object. A correlation between 
error in the orbital elements and error in right ascension and declination root mean square 
(RMS) error was investigated. It was found that the orbital elements affect the RMS error 
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nonlinearly, but the relation between orbital element and error depended on the object 
and no general pattern was found. It was found that how long after the original object was 
found until the follow-up was attempted did not have a large impact on the probability 
density function or the search strategy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose 
 The purpose of this thesis is to create a search strategy to reacquire orbital debris 
when the object fails to appear in the sky at the predicted location. This is for NASA 
Johnson Space Center Orbital Debris Program Office through the MODEST (Michigan 
Orbital Debris Survey Telescope) program. The MODEST telescope is used to locate 
objects by tracking specific right ascension, declination, and time. A circular orbit 
prediction is used to predict the future orbit because the first observation does not contain 
enough data to accurately predict the eccentricity. Using a circular orbit assumption, the 
orbit of the object is then predicted. The 0.9 meter telescope at CTIO is known as C9.The 
orbit is used find the right ascension and declination at a later time, and C9 is used to 
relocate the object. The data from observing the object with C9 is then used to find a 
more accurate orbit. The C9 telescope will track the object several times, sometimes over 
several nights. Sometimes when the C9 goes on a “follow-up” to relocate the object, the 
object is not found.  
 The goal is to develop a search strategy that will increase the likelihood of finding 
an object that is not found in its predicted location. This thesis will build upon the 
research already done on this by James Biehl in “Formulation of a Search Strategy for 
Space Debris at GEO.” This thesis will also investigate the correlation between errors in 
the orbital elements to the RMS location error.  The orbital elements used in this report 
are Inclination, Eccentricity, Argument of Perigee, Right Ascension of the Ascending 
Node, Mean Anomaly, and Mean Motion.  
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1.2 Space Debris 
 Space debris is defined as a manmade object orbiting earth that does not have a 
useful purpose.
2
 Examples of space debris are upper stages of launch vehicles,  debris 
released during spacecraft separation or mission operations, and flecks of paint released 
from thermal stress. Most debris is within 2,000 km of the Earth’s surface with the 
highest concentration at 800-850 km.
3
 The average impact speed of orbital debris is 10 
km/s. Debris with an altitude less than 600 km will usually fall into the atmosphere 
within several years, while debris with altitudes above 1,000 km will usually orbit Earth 
for over a century.
3
 The exact time before entering the atmosphere depends on the 
altitude, eccentricity, and drag. Ground-based space debris measurements can be done by 
radar or optically. 
 Radar measurements are usually used in low Earth orbit (LEO), while optical 
measurements are used for high Earth orbit (HEO). Radar is well suited for ground-based 
observations because of its all-weather and day-and-night performance.  The power 
budget, operating wavelengths, and the size and orientation of the object are the limiting 
factors for detection of small objects at long ranges using radar. From a radar 
measurement, the orbital elements, size and shape, orbital lifetime, ballistic coefficient, 
mass, and material properties can be determined.  
For optical measurements, debris can be detected by a telescope when the debris 
object is sunlit and the sky background is dark. Objects in LEO can only be observed for 
a few hours, just after sunset or before sunrise. For objects in HEO and GEO, 
observations can be continued for the entire night.  Optical measurements are limited by 
the requirement of clear and dark skies, and the size and orientation of the object.  
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Space-based measurements have a smaller distance between the observer and the 
object and thus have a higher resolution. There are also no disturbances from the 
atmosphere. The cost of space-based measurements is usually much higher than the 
ground-based observations. The complexity of designing and maintaining a satellite 
drives the cost very high. Cost versus performance trade-off studies must be done 
carefully before space-based space debris monitoring can be started.    
Large space debris are defined as objects greater than 10 cm.
2
 In mid-2009, 
NASA estimated there were 19,000 space debris larger than 10 cm, 500,000 space debris 
with a diameter between 1 cm and 10 cm, and tens of millions of space debris less than 
1cm.
3
 Satellite explosions and collisions are the primary source of large debris. The 
intentional destruction of the Chinese Fengyun-1C weather satellite in 2007 and the 
collision of an American and Russian satellite in 2009 significantly increased the amount 
of large debris in space. Large space debris can be tracked, and orbital elements are 
maintained as accurately as possible. Collisions between functional satellites and space 
debris are not common because the probability is so low. As the number of functional 
satellites and large space debris increases, the risk for destructive collisions will increase. 
Collisions between large space debris will also increase the small space debris 
population. The number of space debris less than 1 meter in diameter near GEO is not 
well known. Small space debris with a diameter of a few millimeters has caused damage 
to operations space systems.  Small space debris has caused damage to shuttle windows, 
damage to HST (Hubble Space Telescope) high gain antenna, severed the SEDS-2 (Small 
Expendable Deployer System-2) tether, and damaged other exposed shuttle surfaces.  
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Space debris models are mathematical descriptions of the distribution of objects 
in space, the movement, and the physical characteristics of the objects. These models 
must account for the increase in the space debris population over time. New launches add 
launch vehicle upper stages, payloads, and mission related objects. On-orbit maneuvers 
that use solid rocket motors adds space debris. Break-ups by explosions and collisions as 
well as material separation from surfaces increase the population. Material leakage such 
as nuclear power source coolant is another factor.  About 12 percent of the catalogued 
space debris consist of objects discarded during normal satellite deployment and 
operations.
2
 These models have a small amount of data to validate the derived 
relationships. Accurately modeling the long term space debris population requires 
information on future space flight activities. Since future space plans are tentative, always 
changing, and often behind schedule, this is very difficult.  
Studies have shown that the space debris growth can be limited by reducing the 
orbital lifetimes. Reducing orbital lifetimes can be achieved with controlled re-entry or 
lowering the altitude of the orbit. Shields can be effective for spacecraft subjected to 
small particles. Protection against particles less than 1 cm can be achieved by shielding.
2
 
The International Space Station (ISS) has the most shields of any spacecraft. The ISS 
shields can withstand collisions with space debris of 1 cm. Collision avoidance is difficult 
and impacts satellite operations. Collision avoidance uses propellant and can interrupt 
payload activities. Collision avoidance is most successful when the uncertainty in the 
approach distance is small. The acceptable risk criterion of NASA is 1 in 100,000.
2
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1.3 The Telescopes 
 The University of Michigan and NASA have been using MODEST since early 
2001. In March of 2005, the modernization of the telescope allowed for observation 
modes other than tracking at the sidereal rate, and allowed for more accurate orbits for all 
types of objects. In March of 2007, observations with two telescopes began.  It has been 
used to observe orbital debris with a geostationary orbit (GEO). The goal is to 
characterize a complete sample of faint GEO objects selected on the basis of angular rates 
and brightness. The two telescopes used are the MODEST survey telescope and the CTIO 
0.9-m telescope for follow-up which can be seen in Figure 1 below.   
 
Figure 1. The Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory with C9 on the left 
and MODEST on the right.  
MODEST is a 0.61/0.91-m Schmidt telescope that is located near La Serena, Chile at the 
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). The camera is a charge coupled 
device (CCD) with a resolution of 2048 x 2048 pixels. It has a field-of-view of 1.3 
degrees by 1.3 degrees and 2.318 arc-seconds per pixel.  In a 5 second exposure the 
maximum magnitude is R=18
th
 with a signal to noise ratio of 10. In survey mode, 
MODEST tracks at the sidereal rate so that the right ascension (RA) and declination 
(DEC) are constant and point close to the anti-solar point and outside of Earth’s shadow. 
The GEO objects appear as short streaks and stars appear as fixed length streaks. Figure 2 
MODEST C9 
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below shows a sample detection.  Most observations are for 5.3 minutes and 8 
independent positions can be measured. For a real detection 4 independent positions are 
required.  
 
Figure 2. An example of a survey detection sequence from MODEST. Each 
sub-image is 2.5 arc-minutes square.
4
  
The follow-up telescope is the CTIO 0.9-m Cassegrain telescope with a blue sensitive 
CCD. It has a field-of-view of 0.22 degrees by 0.22 degrees and 0.792 arc-seconds per 
pixel. The telescope tracks objects at their angular rates.
4
  
 Observations are done with in a “survey and chase” mode where MODEST is in 
survey mode and CTI 0.9-m is the chase or follow-up telescope. MODEST observes for 
5.3 minutes and the orbit is propagated using a circular assumption to get right ascension, 
declination, and time.  A circular observation is assumed because the initial MODEST 
observation is not long enough to accurately determine the eccentricity. If MODEST was 
used for follow-up, it would have to stop survey observations. Thus, a follow-up 
observation with the CTIO 0.9-m telescope is then made to obtain a longer time arc and 
get a more accurate orbit. The first follow-up observation typically occurs less than 20 
minutes after the MODEST observation. The recovery rates of the follow-up observations 
are greater than 80%. Most of the observations concentrate on objects fainter than R=15
th
 
magnitude. The data is combined with brighter objects from public catalogs for a 
complete view of the GEO satellite population.
4
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Previous Search Strategy 
 This thesis is a continuation of James Biehl’s “FORMULATION OF A SEARCH 
STRATEGY FOR SPACE DEBRIS AT GEO.”1 The main goal of Biehl’s report was to 
create a search pattern for when an object did not appear in the field of view of the C9 
telescope. The search pattern takes into account the best places to observe based on the 
data as well as the minimizing telescope movement time. The data analyzed in the report 
used a variation of ±10% of the classical orbital elements (COE’s). This was sufficient to 
calculate the average maximum variation of inclination, eccentricity, and mean motion 
that could be allowed and still have the object in the field of view. 
 The search pattern was dependent upon the COE that is believed to be the largest 
source of error. Since there were no objects in the data set analyzed in the report that had 
much variation in the inclination or the right ascension of the ascending node throughout 
the observations the decision was limited to argument of perigee, mean anomaly, 
eccentricity and mean motion.  It was concluded that mean motion is difficult to plan 
around because a variation in mean motion could put the object in front, behind, above or 
below the originally predicted location. Eccentricity somewhat follows the orbital path 
and this can be used as a search direction; whereas argument of perigee and mean 
anomaly follow the orbital path exactly and make a good search direction when they are 
the COE most likely incorrect. The search pattern used for the initial search when an 
object is missing is a spiral-like motion around the object, which can be seen in Figure 3.  
The numbers in the figure correspond to the order where the telescope searches for the 
object.  
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 Figure 3. Zoomed in View with search grid for low INC orbits telescope 
 limitations 
These search patterns do not take into account the effect of varying multiple COEs at 
once, which will be the focus of this thesis. The results obtained by Biehl were replicated 
as a starting point for this thesis and to verify the methods.
1
  
2.2 Asteroid Recovery Review 
 There are not many other projects looking at recovering space debris. However, 
asteroids are often lost and need to be relocated.  “The Recovery as an Important Part of 
NEA Astrometric Follow-up” by J. Ticha, M. Tichy, and M. Kocer, focuses on the 
recoveries of asteroids at the Klet’ Observatory using a 0.57-m telescope equipped with a 
CCD detector.
5
 Accurate orbit determination requires observations from at least two 
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oppositions. If asteroids are not found in the next apparition, different from the discovery 
apparition, then they can be considered lost. This is particularly embarrassing for near 
earth asteroids (NEAs). NEA recovery is a very important part of NEA follow-up. 
 If an object is not found in a field centered on the predicted position, they search 
along the line of variation of the mean anomaly. In some cases the width of the prediction 
region is covered by the field of view. Usually such searching area covers ±2 fields 
starting from the field centered on the nominal ephemeris. They search for objects by the 
ephemeris uncertainty or sometimes the Near Earth Object’s Dynamic Site including 
maps of uncertainty regions (see http://newton.dm.unipi.it/neodys). 
 Their linear approximation of the prediction region is not bad in many cases, 
when a short arc asteroid has been lost for a long time, but it sometimes fails, especially 
in the case of near-Earth asteroids lost not too long ago. Objects that have large 
ephemeris uncertainty are not searched for but left for a wide-field instrument or survey 
recovery. Three consecutive images are taken for each searching field. A good set of 
precise astrometric data is taken to confirm the recovery. They recovered 20 objects from 
1999-2001. A graph of the recovered asteroids can be seen in Figure 4.  
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 Figure 4. Distribution of Klet’ NEA recoveries in the sky.  
 
 In “The Asteroid Identification Problem” by Andrea Milani, the observers need to 
know the portion of the celestial sphere where an asteroid could be recovered during a 
given time.
6 
 The recovery fails by a large amount when an asteroid has been observed 
only for short arc or if it has been lost for a long time. The availability of an efficient 
algorithm to bound the recovery region is essential to finding a lost asteroid and to 
determine if the recovery effort is worthwhile.  Milani developed three algorithms to 
account for the nonlinearity of their prediction function and allow better predictions on 
the celestial sphere where lost asteroids could be recovered.  The simulated recovery of 
9076 PLS, lost in September 1960, can be seen in Figure 5.  
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 Figure 5. The simulated recovery of the asteroid 9076.  
 
This simulated recovery looks very similar to the right ascension and declination 
distributions found in this thesis. Their algorithms develop error ellipses where the lost 
asteroid is most likely to be. The use of the semi-linear confidence boundary accounts for 
the nonlinearity of the observation function and gives a more reliable boundary curve 
than the classical confidence ellipse. The covariance matrix for an epoch near the 
observation times accounts for the nonlinearity of the integral flow. To account for the 
nonlinearity of the least-squares solution, they have developed an algorithm to compute 
multiple solutions compatible with the observations.   
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3 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 The data 
 For each object MODEST provided data that included RA, DEC, and time values 
for each observation. There are also predictions from these observations. These 
predictions are the RA and DEC for future times, COE’s, and the two-line element 
(TLE). Most initial observations are for 5.3 minutes. These observations are used to 
predict the location of an object at a later time. Initial observations are combined with 
more observations to create a sufficient orbital arc to predict an accurate orbit.  
  The data used in this report is 73 different objects from three different years.  
From 2007, 27 different objects were used, which were observed between 03/13/2007 
and 03/26/2007.  From 2008, 29 different objects were used, which were observed from 
07/31/2008 to 08/08/2008.   From 2009, 16 different objects were used, which were 
observed from 06/18/2009 to 06/26/2009. Most of these objects were not lost, but some 
were not successfully located on follow-ups. The objects have a designated naming 
scheme for organization. The first part of the file name is the year and day of year (Ex. 
2007214). The second part of the object name is the combined name of the MODEST 
number and the C9 number. The MODEST number starts at 0001 and increases by 1. The 
C9 number starts at 1001 and increases by 1. The object number is the last two numbers 
from the MODEST number and the last two numbers from the C9 number. If an object 
has an MODEST number of 0001 and a C9 number of 1009, the object number is 0109. 
The full name of this object would then be 20072140109. JSC numbers are also 
arbitrarily assigned from 70000 to 71000 for heritage reasons. As the number of 
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observations increase the object number changes but the heritage number remains 
constant.    
3.2 Analysis Summary 
 This section will summarize the steps taken to go from an observation file to a 
probability density graph that shows the most likely location of the object. Observations 
files with position data for objects were obtained from MODEST. A Fortran script was 
supplied by NASA to calculate a TLE for each observation. The input to the Fortran 
script is the observation file, if you are doing a circular or eccentric prediction, what 
telescope the observations are from, and how long you want the prediction for. The 
output is the TLE file. This script is run for every observation in the data set.  
 The function sim_iterate.m returns the original orbital elements (inclination, 
eccentricity, right ascension of the ascending node, argument of perigee, mean anomaly, 
and mean motion) and the orbital elements with a random error for each iteration. It also 
returns the right ascension and declination of the object 20, 40, and 60 minutes after the 
original time. The input to sim_iterate.m is the file name of the TLE that you want to 
iterate on.  
 The function starts by extracting the orbital elements from the input TLE using 
the elements.m function. The state vector (the position and velocity vector) of original 
object is then calculated by sv_from_coe.m using the method outlined in Curtis
7
.  The 
function now adds a random normally distributed error to the x,y, and z components of 
the position and velocity vector. This is done by using the MATLAB randn function to 
generate a random number and multiplying the output by 2%. This creates errors with a 
normal distribution and a mean of 2%. A unique error is then multiplied to each 
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component of both vectors. The vectors now have a normally distributed error on each 
component with a mean of 2%. The error was originally added to the orbital elements. 
This was done because the standard deviations for the orbital elements were known for 
each year from previous measurements. A distribution function was then easily fit to each 
orbital element.  This created clusters of data that were not understood. After 
communicating with the MODEST team it was concluded that adding error to orbital 
elements has nonlinear effects, and can cause abnormal results, especially near 
degenerate values. It was then decided to add the error directly to the state vector. Adding 
the error directly to the state vector fixed the clustering problem.  
 The orbital elements of the state vector with random error is then calculated from 
the state vector using coe_from_sv using the method outline in Curtis
7
. A Fortran script 
supplied by NASA is then run inside MATLAB. The Fortran script inputs are the start 
time, how long you want the prediction, and the orbital elements, and it outputs the time, 
the predicted right ascension, the predicted declination, the right ascension rate of 
change, the declination right of change, the right ascension acceleration, the declination 
acceleration, a shadow flag, and a phase angle. Originally the Fortran code required 
manual inputs by a user. The Fortran code was altered in order to take command line 
inputs. The Fortran program can then be used in a loop in MATLAB. The code was 
recompiled using the Visual Studio 2008 Express compiler.  The right ascension and 
declination, orbital elements, and state vectors, for 20, 40, and 60 minutes are calculated 
and stored. The rest of the data is erased. This process is run in a loop 2000 times, each 
time calculating new errors for the components of the state vectors.   
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 For each time frame there is now a data set of 2000 points of right ascension and 
declination for 20, 40, and 60 minutes after the original object. This represents possible 
locations of the object if there was a random 2% error in the state vector. A matrix 
formatted for insertion into a statistical analysis program called MINITAB was also 
saved. The original COE’s, percent error of each COE, the error in declination, the error 
in right ascension, and the total RMS error were added in columns to the matrix. This 
matrix was easily imported into MINITAB for analysis.  In order to accurately predict 
where the object is most likely to be, these 2000 points are used to calculate a probability 
density function. The probability density function is calculated using a bivariate kernel 
density estimator by kde2.m. A kernel density estimator is a non-parametric way to 
estimate the probability density function of a random variable. The kernel density 
estimator is calculated by 
 ̂( )  
 
 
∑  (    )
 
   
 
 
  
∑ (
    
 
)
 
   
 
where K is the kernel, h is greater than 0 and a smoothing factor called the bandwidth. 
Different kernel functions such as uniform, triangular, normal, and biweight can be used.  
The probability density function is then plotted to determine the most likely location of 
the object with a 2% random error.  
 The probability density function for each object is calculated by having 
MATLAB cycle through all the objects with mainsim.m and running sim_iterate for the 
TLE corresponding to that object. A function is also used to calculate the total observing 
time, the amount of observations, and dates of the observation from the position data. 
These observations statistics are written to a text file for analysis.  A summary of the 
analysis can be seen in Figure 6 below. 
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 Figure 6. Summary of the analysis. 
3.3 Results 
 All the COE’s were varied as described previously. The goal of varying the 
COE’s is to find the most probable location of debris if it is not in the field of view of the 
camera. The telescope operator will then know where to move its field of view for the 
highest chance of recovering the debris. All the COE’s were varied randomly with a 
mean error of 2%. This is in contrast to Biehl’s thesis that varied one COE at a time. The 
output for each object is 2000 pairs of RA and DEC from the simulation. This 
distribution is used to find the most likely location of the object. Distributions for objects 
70312 and 70302 after 20 minutes can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8 below.  
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Figure 7. The right ascension versus declination distribution of object  70312 
for 20 minutes after the original time. 
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 Figure 8. The right ascension versus declination distribution for object 
 70302 for 20 minutes after the original time. 
 
Each blue star (*) represents the location of the object with a 2% mean error for one 
iteration. There are 2,000 blue stars displayed in the graphs above. The red square is the 
location of the original object with no error added. This distribution was calculated for 
each object. Object 70312 has a concave up distribution, and object 70302 has a concave 
up distribution. All objects have similar parabolic distributions. If the distribution covers 
a wide range of right ascensions, the distribution may have both concave up and concave 
down components. The right ascension distribution has as big range. The distribution 
spread can be anywhere from 60 degrees to 360 degrees.  The declination typically only 
varies by 5 degrees or less. It is thus concluded that an object is most likely going to be 
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found by moving along the right ascension with a constant declination. Some objects 
have wider distributions than others given the same 2% random error, but all follow the 
same shape. Object 70321 is very sensitive to error and has a large right ascension range 
of 360 degrees.  The distribution has both concave up and concave down sections. The 
right ascension versus declination distribution of object 70321 for 20 minutes after the 
original time can be seen in Figure 9.  
 
 Figure 9. The right ascension versus declination distribution for object 
 70321. 
The original object is found in the middle of the distribution. This makes sense since 
most iterations will have large errors in only a few orbital elements, placing the object 
close to the original location. The farther away a simulated point is from the original 
object, the larger the error on the state vector and orbital elements. 
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 A bivariate kernel estimator was then used to find the probability density 
function. The probability density function of the objects 70312 and 70302 after 20 
minutes is shown below in Figure 10 and Figure 11.  
 
Figure 10. The probability density functions of object 70312 for 20 after the 
original time.  
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Figure 11. The probability density functions of object 70302 for 20 minutes 
after the original time.  
The green square represents the location of the original object. The colors indicate the 
probability of the object being in that region. The dark red region is the region of highest 
probability, and the blue region has the lowest probability. On the right is a legend 
showing the probability density for each color. The probability density function confirms 
the conclusions made previously about the distribution. The highest probability is near 
the original object. The highest probability density is found to the right and left of the 
original object. Moving the telescope in the right ascension while keeping the declination 
constant will increase the telescope operator’s chance of finding a missing object.     
The goal is to find where to move the telescope to find missing objects. Figure 12 
and Figure 13 are zoomed in graphs of the above graphs. The zoomed in views show the 
field of view of the telescope. The telescope has a field of view of 0.22 X 0.22 degrees. 
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Each square is 0.22º X 0.22º and represents the field of view of the telescope. The 
telescope could move its field of view to any of the squares to locate the object.   
 
Figure 12. Each square represents the field of view of the telescope with the center 
square representing the field of view with object 70312 in the center 20 minutes 
after the last observation. The green square represents the predicted location of 
object 70312.  
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 Figure 13. Each square represents the field of view of the telescope with the 
center  square representing the field of view with object 70302 in the center 20 
minutes after the last observation. The green square represents the predicted 
location of object 70302.  
 
Each blue star (*) represents the location of the object with a 2% mean error for one 
iteration. The dark red region is the region of highest probability, and the blue region has 
the lowest probability. On the right is a legend showing the probability density for each 
color.  As one can see from the graphs above, the most probable locations of the object 
are directly forward or backwards of the original object in the RA direction (directly to 
the right or left).  This was seen in the previous distribution graphs. These zoomed in 
graphs are the most useful because it shows the probability density in the field of view of 
the telescope. This gives the telescope operator a clear indication of where the object is 
most likely to be.  
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 The above zoomed in graphs are for two objects. These clearly indicate that the 
best way to move the telescope is along the right ascension directly to the right or left of 
the original object. In order to determine the best place for the telescope to look for an 
arbitrary object, these probability density graphs were created for every object. The goal 
is to determine which section has the highest probability for every object in the data set. 
The telescope operator will then know which section the object is most likely to be in for 
an arbitrary object. The total probability of each square was then calculated, in order to 
determine which area has the highest probability the most frequently. Each area was 
designated a letter according to Figure 14.   
 
 Figure 14. Designations of possible areas for the telescope to move to.  
 A total of 73 different objects were analyzed. The highest probable area for an 
object occurred in area A 33 times, in area B two times, in area C zero times, in area D 
seven times, in E five 17 times, in area F zero times, in area G zero times, and in area H 
11 times. In order to use this data to determine the best place for the telescope to move, 
this data is represented visually below in Figure 15.  
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 Figure 15. This figure shows the number of times and percent that each 
 region had the highest probability of finding an object for all 73 objects.  
As one can see, region A and region E have the highest percentages with 45.2% and 
23.3%  respectively. This figure can be used to determine the optimal search strategy for 
the telescope. One would want search in the region with the highest probability and move 
down in descending order. This would make to optimal search order A→ E → H → D 
→F → B→ C/G. Since both C/G have the same 0%, their order does not matter. This 
search pattern can be seen below in Figure 16, where the numbers indicate the order that 
the telescope moves. The green arrows show the movement pattern the telescope would 
have to make.  
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 Figure 16. Optimal search strategy for the telescope. 
A better search pattern will ignore the regions that have a very small chance of recovery. 
A better search strategy would be A→ E → H → D. This search pattern can be seen 
below in Figure 17, where the numbers indicate the order that the telescope moves. The 
green arrows show the movement pattern the telescope would have to make.  
 
 
 Figure 17. Realistic search strategy given physical constraints of the 
 telescope.  
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 This is the best search strategy for a typical object without looking at its specific 
probability density plot. Area’s F, B, C, and G are eliminated in this search pattern 
because the chance of finding them in those regions is very small. Areas F, B, C, and G 
have small probabilities because the error is added to the velocity vector. The velocity 
vector is in the direction of the orbit, so adding error should not result in the object 
appearing in areas F, B, C, and G. The above pattern maximizes the chance of finding an 
object for a given time. The search pattern is much less complicated than the previous 
pattern.  
3.4 Graphical User Interface for Onsite Use 
 The series of scripts that calculates the probability density function was made into 
a Graphical User Interface (GUI). This was compiled into an executable .exe using the 
MATLAB Compiler. The executable can be run on any windows system, and can also be 
compiled to run on Mac OSX and Linux systems. The MATLAB Deployment Tool was 
used to make an installation file. Running the setup program will install all the necessary 
files and libraries to run the exe.  The purpose of the program is to be used onsite in Chile 
at CTIO with a laptop during observations. This program would be run onsite if a follow-
up is unsuccessful. The previous observation data is used to create a TLE. This TLE is 
then selected with the program, and the program will display the probability density for 
the given object.   
 When the .exe is run the program starts and the beginning startup screen can be 
seen in Figure 18.  
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 Figure 18. Startup screen of the executable.  
The startup screen is simply an empty axis and a menu at the top.  Clicking on the file 
symbol in the upper right will open a browser to select which TLE you want. The 
program will then calculate the probability density for the selected TLE. The browser that 
opens to select a TLE is shown in Figure 19. By default this will simulate for 20 minutes 
after the TLE, but can be changed by the user.  
Click to select TLE 
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 Figure 19.  Browser to navigate and select the TLE.  
After the file is selected, the program starts running. It iterates 2000 times and should 
take about two minutes to run. It will iterate through the sim_iterate.m routine that is 
described in the analysis summary (section 3.2).  A load bar loads and shows the progress 
of the iterations. This can be seen in Figure 20.  
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 Figure 20. The load bar shows the progress and what iteration the program 
 is on.  
Clicking the cancel button on the load bar will cancel the program. Nothing will be 
shown on the axis if this is done. The X on the top right of the load bar should not be 
pressed. Pressing the X may cause the program to crash, which will require the program 
to be restarted. This is a problem within MATLAB that the developers are working to 
resolve.  When the program is finished calculating it will display the probability density 
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of the chosen object. It will highlight what area has the highest probability with a blue 
border. This can be seen in Figure 21. The typical iteration time is around two minutes. 
 
Figure 21. The probability density function displayed in the GUI. The blue 
square is the region with the highest probability.  
This GUI is designed to be used by an observer on site.  If a follow-up is unsuccessful the 
executable GUI can be used to find the most likely location of the object. They can then 
move the telescope to the most likely location and hopefully find the object.  
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3.5 Search Strategy 
 Multiple search strategies have been developed so far. A general search strategy 
for an arbitrary object was developed in section 3.3. The best place to move the telescope 
without any analysis is directly to the right or left along the right ascension. The right 
ascension is much more sensitive to errors than the declination. For most objects, moving 
to the right, into area A of Figure 14 is the best choice. If one wants to do a more 
thorough search one should follow the search pattern shown in Figure 17. This will cover 
the area with the highest probabilities in the shortest amount of time.  
 If a laptop is available during observations, more accurate options are available. 
As outlined in section 3.4, a GUI can be used to calculate the probability density for the 
given object. The GUI will use the previous observations for a particular object to 
calculate the probability density. This is a much better choice than following the previous 
search pattern. The observer can easily determine if the section A from Figure 14 is the 
best choice, or if the specific object is a rare case where going in a different location will 
yield better results. Using the GUI lets the observer make the decisions based on what the 
probability density function looks like. One strategy is to use the GUI to find which 
initial direction to move the telescope, and then continue in that direction. This can be 
seen in Figure 22.
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 Figure 22. An alternative search strategy for object 70304. 
Using the GUI reveals that the area A, directly to the right, has the highest chance of 
finding the object. The second best choice is to go directly to the left. This requires the 
telescope to move all the way across areas that have already been viewed. There is a high 
chance that the area may also be adjacent to area A, which can be seen in Figure 22. The 
area next to A is as red as area A. For this object it makes sense to move to area to the 
0 1 2 
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right of area A. Using the GUI will let the telescope operator make better decisions and 
not use predetermined search patterns.  
3.6 Effect of Simulation Time 
 Follow-up observations are usually done 20 minutes after the first observation. 
After a successful follow-up, the time for the next follow-up varies greatly. The time 
before another follow-up depends on weather, time, and how many other objects are 
being tracked that night. It is thus of interest if the time from the original TLE has a great 
effect on the results. For all 73 objects in the data set, the right ascension and declination 
distributions for 20, 40, and 60 minutes were saved. This was done to see what effect the 
simulation time had on the distribution and the areas of highest probability. The right 
ascension versus declination distribution for object 70312 are shown in Figure 23, Figure 
24, and Figure 25. The distributions for each time step are not identical, but they are very 
close. The distribution has the same shape and range of values. The value of the original 
prediction for each time step is of course different since the object is moving in its orbit.  
From the distributions it can be seen that the time does not have a big effect on the 
distribution shape.  
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 Figure 23. The right ascension versus declination distribution for object 
 70312 for 20 minutes of simulation time. 
 
 Figure 24. The right ascension versus declination distribution for object 
 70312 for 40 minutes of simulation time. 
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 Figure 25. The right ascension versus declination distribution for object 
 70312 for 60 minutes of simulation time. 
The probability density for 20, 40, and 60 minutes of simulation time was also saved for 
every object. The zoomed in field of view of the telescope of the probability densities is 
shown in Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28.  The figures show that the probability 
density is not very sensitive to time.  
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Figure 26. Field of view of the telescope with the center square representing 
the field of view with object 70312 in the center 20 minutes after the last 
observation.  
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Figure 27. Field of view of the telescope with the center square representing 
the field of view with object 70312 in the center 40 minutes after the last 
observation. 
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Figure 28. Field of view of the telescope with the center square representing 
the field of view with object 70312 in the center 60 minutes after the last 
observation. 
The probability densities for each time look very similar. The conclusion that the best 
maneuver is to move the telescope forward or backwards along the right ascension is still 
held valid. The distribution and probability densities after 20, 40, and 60 minutes were 
saved for every object. Looking at all the objects graphs yields the same conclusion. As 
done in Figure 15 for 20 minutes of simulation time, a script was run to determine the 
most probable location for 40 minutes and 60 minutes for all objects. The probabilities 
for each section of the sky for all 73 objects in the data set were identical for 20, 40, and 
60 minutes. Time does not have a large impact on which area of the sky to look at for a 
particular object. 
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3.7 Nonlinear Effects 
 The iteration process was originally done by adding the error to the orbital 
elements, as discussed previously. This caused the RA versus DEC distributions that 
were odd and could not be explained. This distribution can be seen in Figure 29 below.  
 
 Figure 29. Right ascension versus declination when the error is added to the 
 orbital elements.  
When the error was added to the orbital element, there were several distinct groups as can 
be seen in the graph.  In this example over 90% of the data was near the original object, 
with 10% in the other three groups. The specific group distributions varied from object to 
object, but at least 85% of the data was in the main group nearest the original object 
location. There was an effort to determine why these distinct groups occurred. The data 
points were examined to see if they had any common features such as a high error in a 
specific orbital element. The groups had no common characteristic. It was decided that 
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they were due to nonlinear effects and the error was instead added to the state vector. 
Adding error to the state vector instead of the orbital elements fixed the group problem.  
  The MODEST collaboration is interested in knowing which orbital elements 
cause the most error. If they know which orbital elements cause the biggest error, they 
can try and get more accurate readings of the most susceptible elements. In order to 
determine what orbital elements had the most effect on error, a statistical software 
program called MINITAB was used.  The error for calculating the RA error is 
        
                               ( )
                   
, 
the equation for the error of DEC is 
         
                                 ( )
                    
, 
and the RMS error is calculated by 
                                                          √       
          
 . 
The RMS error is compared to the error in the orbital elements. The inclination error is 
calculated by 
         
                                 ( )
                    
, 
the eccentricity error is calculated by 
         
                                 ( )
                    
, 
the right ascension of the ascending node is calculated by 
          
                                   ( )
                     
, 
the argument of perigee error is calculated by  
        
                               ( )
                   
, 
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the mean anomaly error is calculated by 
        
                                ( )
                    
 
and the mean motion error is calculated by 
        
                               ( )
                   
. 
 MINITAB was used to fit a model with RMS error as the response variable and 
inclination, eccentricity, right ascension of ascending node, argument of perigee, mean 
anomaly, and mean motion as the parameters. Each object had a statistical model fit to it. 
Each object had different orbital elements that had the most effect on the error. Each 
object had a statistical model that fit it the best determined by MINITAB, which changed 
the order of each parameter depending on the object.  For object 70304 the statistical 
analysis is shown in Figure 30.    
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Figure 30. The statistical analysis of object 70304 from MINITAB. 
For this object the eccentricity, argument of perigee, mean anomaly, and mean motion 
have a statistically significant third order relationship with the RMS error.  The 
eccentricity has a p-value of p=0.000000 and an F-statistic of F(1,1983)=84.9, the 
argument of perigee has a p-value of p=0.000000 and an F-statistic of F(1,1983)= 258.7, 
the mean anomaly has a p-value of p=0.000000 and an F-statistic of F(1,1983)= 127.2, 
and the mean motion has a p-value of p=0.000000 and an F-statistic of F(1,1983)=53.6. 
The inclination and the right ascension of the ascending node have a statistically 
significant second order relationship with the RMS error.  The inclination has a p-value 
of p=0.000000 and an F-statistic of F(1,1983)= 326.2, and right ascension of the 
ascending node has a p-value of p=0.0000019 and an F-statistic of F(1,1983)= 22.8.  
Looking at the adjusted SS one can see what orbital elements had the most effect on the 
RMS error.  One can see that the mean motion and argument of perigee have the most 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source                       DF   Seq SS   Adj SS    Adj MS        F          P 
Regression                   16  3.71182  3.71182  0.231989   4280.2  0.0000000 
  inc_err                     1  0.12194  0.01768  0.017679    326.2  0.0000000 
  inc_err*inc_err             1  0.22576  0.03361  0.033611    620.1  0.0000000 
  ecc_err                     1  0.72046  0.00546  0.005460    100.7  0.0000000 
  ecc_err*ecc_err             1  0.25105  0.00126  0.001258     23.2  0.0000016 
  ecc_err*ecc_err*ecc_err     1  0.00239  0.00460  0.004601     84.9  0.0000000 
  ran_err                     1  0.06141  0.00081  0.000812     15.0  0.0001122 
  ran_err*ran_err             1  0.00783  0.00124  0.001235     22.8  0.0000019 
  ap_err                      1  0.35803  0.01410  0.014096    260.1  0.0000000 
  ap_err*ap_err               1  1.05908  0.02273  0.022732    419.4  0.0000000 
  ap_err*ap_err*ap_err        1  0.03099  0.01402  0.014020    258.7  0.0000000 
  ma_err                      1  0.03702  0.00661  0.006612    122.0  0.0000000 
  ma_err*ma_err               1  0.00848  0.00705  0.007045    130.0  0.0000000 
  ma_err*ma_err*ma_err        1  0.03350  0.00689  0.006894    127.2  0.0000000 
  mm_err                      1  0.16923  0.00511  0.005110     94.3  0.0000000 
  mm_err*mm_err               1  0.62174  0.62423  0.624226  11517.0  0.0000000 
  mm_err*mm_err*mm_err        1  0.00290  0.00290  0.002902     53.6  0.0000000 
Error                      1983  0.10748  0.10748  0.000054 
Total                      1999  3.81930 
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effect. Which orbital elements affected the RMS error the most did not have a pattern. 
Each object had different results. This provides evidence that the orbital elements have a 
nonlinear and complicated relationship to the right ascension and declination as suspected 
from Figure 29.  
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4 CONCLUSION 
 In this paper the COE’s were varied to find the most probable location of space 
debris when the debris is not found in the field of view of the CTIO C9 telescope. All the 
COE’s were varied randomly with a mean random error of 2%. The output for each 
object is 2000 pairs of RA and DEC from the simulation.  Several search strategies were 
developed in this paper. Search strategies were developed by examining a data set of 73 
objects that were observed in Chile from 2007-2009.  
 A general search strategy was developed based on the statistics of the data set. In 
general following the search pattern of Figure 17 will give the highest probability of 
finding an object in the shortest amount of time.   For a specific object, a program was 
developed for calculating the probability density based on the previous observations. The 
purpose of the program is to be used on site at CTIO with a laptop during observations. 
This program would be run if a follow-up is unsuccessful. The program would tell the 
observer which area of the sky the object has the highest probability to be in. The 
observer can then develop a search strategy based upon the probability density graph. 
 The COE’s were all varied at the same time by adding a 2% error to the position 
and velocity vectors. This is done by using the MATLAB randn function to generate a 
random number and multiplying the output by 2%. This creates errors with a normal 
distribution and a mean of 2%. A unique error is then multiplied to each component of 
both vectors. The vectors now have a normally distributed error on the position and state 
vector with a mean of 2%. 
 A correlation between error in the orbital elements and error in right ascension 
and declination RMS error were investigated. It was found that the orbital elements affect 
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the RMS error nonlinearly. However, the exact relation between orbital element and error 
depended on the object and no general pattern was found. It was found that how long 
after the original object the follow-up was attempted did not have an impact on the 
probability density function or the search strategy. 
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Appendix A: Code 
mainsim.m 
clear 
clc 
cd('H:\backup_1\thesis/objects/'); 
objects=dir('2008'); 
cd('2008'); 
%  loop through each object  
for i=3:length(objects) 
    cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\objects\2008'); 
    observs=dir(objects(i).name); 
    cd(objects(i).name); 
  
    if length(observs)==3 %one file   
        listfile=dir(observs(3).name); 
        cd(observs(3).name); 
        obs=observs(3).name; 
    elseif length(observs)==4    %two 
        listfile=dir(observs(3).name); 
        cd(observs(3).name); 
        obs=observs(3).name; 
    else; 
        listfile=dir(observs(length(observs)-2).name) 
        cd(observs(length(observs)-2).name) %more than 2 
        obs=observs(length(observs)-2).name; 
    end 
     
    %[obsinfor]=posread(listfile,obs); %function that analyzes 
observation data 
     
    %go into circ or ecc depending which is empty 
    eccdir=dir('ecc'); 
    circdir=dir('circ'); 
     
    if length(eccdir)>length(circdir) 
        cd('ecc') 
        file=eccdir(3).name; 
    else 
        cd('circ') 
        file=circdir(3).name; 
    end 
      
%copy file for simulation 
    call=['copy ' file ' H:\backup_1\thesis\work']; 
    system(call); 
 
     
     
   %[originalelements, ecci2 raani2 inci2 api2 mmi2 mai2 ra20 dec20 
ra40 dec40 ra60 dec60 r1cc2 r2cc2 r3cc2 v1cc2 v2cc2 
v3cc2]=likewhat_2(file); 
 %   [ra020,ra040,ra060,dec020,dec040,dec060]=original(file); 
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%minitab2=[((inci2*180/pi-originalelements(1))/originalelements(1))' 
((ecci2-originalelements(2))/originalelements(2))' ((raani2*180/pi-
originalelements(3))/originalelements(3))' ((api2*180/pi-
originalelements(4))/originalelements(4))' ((mai2*180/pi-
originalelements(5))/originalelements(5))' ((mmi2-
originalelements(6))/originalelements(6))' ((ra020-ra20)/ra020)' 
((dec020-dec20)/dec020)' sqrt(((ra020-ra20)/ra020).^2+((dec020-
dec20)/dec020).^2)'] 
  
cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\output') 
    mkdir([objects(i).name '_' file(8:11)]) 
%     cd([objects(i).name '_' file(8:11)]) 
   
%    save([objects(i).name '_' file(8:11) '_all']) 
     
%     h=figure(1) 
%     plot(ra20,dec20,'*',ra020,dec020) 
%     saveas(h,'radec_20_all','fig')  
%     saveas(h,'radec_20_all','jpg')  
%     countourplot(ra020,dec020,ra20,dec20,'all', '20'); 
%      
%   
%     
%     hh=figure(2) 
%     plot(ra40,dec40,'*',ra040,dec040) 
%     saveas(hh,'radec_40_all','fig')  
%     saveas(hh,'radec_40_all','jpg') 
%     countourplot(ra040,dec040,ra40,dec40,'all', '40'); 
%   
%      
%   
%     hhh=figure(3) 
%     plot(ra60,dec60,'*',ra060,dec060) 
%     saveas(hhh,'radec_60_all','fig')  
%     saveas(hhh,'radec_60_all','jpg')  
%  
%     countourplot(ra060,dec060,ra60,dec60,'all', '60'); 
%      
%     close all 
  
     
    [originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra20 dec20 ra40 
dec40 ra60 dec60 r1cc r2cc r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=sim_iterate(file); 
    [ra020,ra040,ra060,dec020,dec040,dec060]=original(file); 
  
    minitab=[((inci*180/pi-originalelements(1))/originalelements(1))' 
((ecci-originalelements(2))/originalelements(2))' ((raani*180/pi-
originalelements(3))/originalelements(3))' ((api*180/pi-
originalelements(4))/originalelements(4))' ((mai*180/pi-
originalelements(5))/originalelements(5))' ((mmi-
originalelements(6))/originalelements(6))' ((ra020-ra20)/ra020)' 
((dec020-dec20)/dec020)' sqrt(((ra020-ra20)/ra020).^2+((dec020-
dec20)/dec020).^2)'] 
    cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\output') 
    cd([objects(i).name '_' file(8:11)]) 
    save([objects(i).name '_' file(8:11) '_rand']) 
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    h1=figure(5) 
    plot(ra20,dec20,'*',ra020,dec020) 
    saveas(h1,'radec_20_rand','fig')  
    saveas(h1,'radec_20_rand','jpg')  
     
    countourplot(ra020,dec020,ra20,dec20,'rand', '20'); 
    
 hh1=figure(6) 
    plot(ra40,dec40,'*',ra040,dec040) 
    saveas(hh1,'radec_40_rand','fig')  
    saveas(hh1,'radec_40_rand','jpg')  
  
    countourplot(ra040,dec040,ra40,dec40,'rand', '40'); 
  
    hhh1=figure(7) 
    plot(ra60,dec60,'*',ra060,dec060) 
    saveas(hhh1,'radec_60_rand','fig')  
    saveas(hhh1,'radec_60_rand','jpg')  
    countourplot(ra060,dec060,ra60,dec60,'rand', '60'); 
     
    close all 
%     y=[ecci' raani' inci' api' mmi' mai' 100*r1cc' 100*r2cc' 
100*r3cc' 100*v1cc' 100*v2cc' 100*v3cc']; 
%     fid = fopen('statdata_rand.txt', 'w'); 
%     fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %i %i %i %i %i %i\n', y'); 
%     fclose(fid); 
%      
%     y= [ra20 dec20 ra40 dec40 ra60 dec60 ra020 dec020 ra040 dec040 
ra060 dec060] ; 
%     fid = fopen('origdata.txt', 'w'); 
%     fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n', y); 
%     fclose(fid); 
%      
%      y=[ecci2' raani2' inci2' api2' mmi2' mai2' r1cc2' r2cc2' r3cc2' 
v1cc2' v2cc2' v3cc2']; 
%     fid = fopen('statdata_all.txt', 'w'); 
%     fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %i %i %i %i %i %i\n', y'); 
%     fclose(fid); 
     
    fid = fopen('obsinfo.txt', 'w'); 
    fprintf(fid, '%u %f %u %f\n', obsinfor  ); 
    fclose(fid); 
     
    %    originalelements=[inc ecc raan ap ma mm]; 
    %originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra20 dec20 ra40 
dec40 ra60 dec60 r1cc r2cc r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=likewhat(file); 
close all 
end 
 
mainsim_work.m 
clear 
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clc 
cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\proof\'); 
file='20082140815.tle.txt'; 
  
    call=['copy ' file ' H:\backup_1\thesis\work']; 
    system(call); 
     
  
    [originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra dec r1cc r2cc 
r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=sim_iterate_work(file); 
    file2='20082141523.tle.txt' 
    [ras,decs]=shouldbe(file2); 
[ra0,dec0]=original_work(file) 
  
     
    countourplot(ra0,dec0,ra,dec,'rand', '20'); 
    
 
bancompiler.m  
clear 
clc 
  
    cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\work'); 
    file='20082200312.tle.txt' 
    [originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra20 dec20 ra40 
dec40 ra60 dec60 r1cc r2cc r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=sim_iterate(file); 
     
    [ra020,ra040,ra060,dec020,dec040,dec060]=original(file); 
    countourplot(ra020,dec020,ra20,dec20,'rand', '20'); 
     
coe_from_sv.m  
function coe = coe_from_sv(R,V,mu) 
% Curtis, Howard D. Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students. 
%Amsterdam: Butterworth-Heinemann, 2010. Print. 
% This function computes the classical orbital elements (coe) 
% from the state vector (R,V) using Algorithm 4.1. 
% 
mu - gravitational parameter (km^3/s^2) 
R - position vector in the geocentric equatorial frame (km) 
V - velocity vector in the geocentric equatorial frame (km) 
r, v - the magnitudes of R and V 
vr - radial velocity component (km/s) 
H - the angular momentum vector (km^2/s) 
h - the magnitude of H (km^2/s) 
incl - inclination of the orbit (rad) 
N - the node line vector (km^2/s) 
n - the magnitude of N 
cp - cross product of N and R 
RA - right ascension of the ascending node (rad) 
E - eccentricity vector 
e - eccentricity (magnitude of E) 
eps - a small number below which the eccentricity is considered 
to be zero 
w - argument of perigee (rad) 
TA - true anomaly (rad) 
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a - semimajor axis (km) 
pi - 3.1415926... 
coe - vector of orbital elements [h e RA incl w TA a] 
User M-functions required: None 
%} 
% --------------------------------------------- 
eps = 1.e-10; 
r = norm(R); 
v = norm(V); 
vr = dot(R,V)/r; 
H = cross(R,V); 
h = norm(H); 
%...Equation 4.7: 
incl = acos(H(3)/h); 
%...Equation 4.8: 
N = cross([0 0 1],H); 
n = norm(N); 
%...Equation 4.9: 
if n ~= 0 
RA = acos(N(1)/n); 
if N(2) < 0 
RA = 2*pi - RA; 
end 
else 
RA = 0; 
end 
%...Equation 4.10: 
E = 1/mu*((v^2 - mu/r)*R - r*vr*V); 
e = norm(E); 
%...Equation 4.12 (incorporating the case e = 0): 
if n ~= 0 
if e > eps 
w = acos(dot(N,E)/n/e); 
if E(3) < 0 
w = 2*pi - w; 
end 
else 
w = 0; 
end 
else 
w = 0; 
end 
%...Equation 4.13a (incorporating the case e = 0): 
if e > eps 
TA = acos(dot(E,R)/e/r); 
if vr < 0 
TA = 2*pi - TA; 
end 
else 
cp = cross(N,R); 
if cp(3) >= 0 
TA = acos(dot(N,R)/n/r); 
else 
TA = 2*pi - acos(dot(N,R)/n/r); 
end 
end 
%...Equation 4.62 (a < 0 for a hyperbola): 
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a = h^2/mu/(1 - e^2); 
coe = [h e RA incl w TA a]; 
end %coe_from_sv 
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
countdensity.m 
function 
[square1,square2,square3,square4,square5,square6,square7,square8]=count
density(ra0,dec0,ra,dec) 
% ra0=ra020; 
% dec0=dec020; 
% ra=ra20; 
% dec=dec20; 
%axis equal 
% hc=figure(11); 
% xlim([ra0-.5 ra0+.5]) ; 
% ylim([dec0-.5 dec0+.5]) ; 
% hold on 
%  
%  
%  rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1,dec0-.1,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1-.22,dec0-.1,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1+.22,dec0-.1,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1,dec0-.1-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1,dec0-.1+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1+.22,dec0-.1+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1-.22,dec0-.1+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1+.22,dec0-.1-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1-.22,dec0-.1-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
  
  
data=[ra;dec]'; 
 [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data); 
 [C,h]=contourf(X,Y,density,300,'LineStyle','none'); 
% plot(ra0,dec0,'SG','LineWidth',2) 
% plot(ra,dec,'*') 
  
square1=0; 
sq1ct=0; 
square2=0; 
sq2ct=0; 
square3=0; 
sq3ct=0; 
square4=0; 
sq4ct=0; 
square5=0; 
sq5ct=0; 
square6=0; 
sq6ct=0; 
square7=0; 
sq7ct=0; 
square8=0; 
sq8ct=0; 
% square9=0; 
% sq1ct=0 
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for i=1:length(C) 
    if round(C(2,i)) == C(2,i) 
    numb=C(2,i); 
     
    for j=1:numb 
    val=C(1,i); 
    xdat=C(1,i+j); 
    ydat=C(2,i+j); 
        if xdat < ra0+.33 && xdat > ra0+.11 && ydat < dec0+.11 && ydat 
> dec0-.11 
            square1=square1+val; 
            sq1ct=sq1ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.33 && xdat > ra0+.11 && ydat < dec0+.33 && 
ydat > dec0+.11 
            square2=square2+val; 
            sq2ct=sq2ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.11 && xdat > ra0-.11 && ydat < dec0+.33 && 
ydat > dec0+.11 
            square3=square3+val; 
            sq3ct=sq3ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0-.11 && xdat > ra0-.33 && ydat < dec0+.33 && 
ydat > dec0+.11 
            square4=square4+val; 
            sq4ct=sq4ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0-.11 && xdat > ra0-.33 && ydat < dec0+.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.11 
            square5=square5+val; 
            sq5ct=sq5ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0-.11 && xdat > ra0-.33 && ydat < dec0-.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.33 
            square6=square6+val; 
            sq6ct=sq6ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.11 && xdat > ra0-.11 && ydat < dec0-.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.33 
            square7=square7+val; 
            sq7ct=sq7ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.33 && xdat > ra0+.11 && ydat < dec0-.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.33 
            square8=square8+val; 
            sq8ct=sq8ct+1; 
        end 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
square1=square1/sq1ct; 
square2=square2/sq2ct; 
square3=square3/sq3ct; 
square4=square4/sq4ct; 
square5=square5/sq5ct; 
square6=square6/sq6ct; 
square7=square7/sq7ct; 
square8=square8/sq8ct; 
  
%saveas(hc,['cont_zoom_' time '_' method],'fig')  
%saveas(hc,['cont_zoom_' time '_' method],'jpg')  
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countourplot.m 
function [C,h]=countourplot(ra0,dec0,ra,dec,method, time) 
  
%axis equal 
hc=figure(11); 
 xlim([ra0-.5 ra0+.5]) ; 
ylim([dec0-.5 dec0+.5]) ; 
hold on 
  
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1,dec0-.1,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1-.22,dec0-.1,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1+.22,dec0-.1,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1,dec0-.1-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1,dec0-.1+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1+.22,dec0-.1+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1-.22,dec0-.1+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1+.22,dec0-.1-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.1-.22,dec0-.1-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
   
data=[ra;dec]'; 
 [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data); 
 [C,h]=contourf(X,Y,density,300,'LineStyle','none') 
plot(ra0,dec0,'SG','LineWidth',2) 
plot(ra,dec,'*') 
  
%saveas(hc,['cont_zoom_' time '_' method],'fig')  
%saveas(hc,['cont_zoom_' time '_' method],'jpg')  
 
densecounter.m 
clear 
clc 
cd('H:\backup_1\thesis/output/'); 
outputs=dir('2007'); 
cd('2007'); 
  
count1=0; 
count2=0; 
count3=0; 
count4=0; 
count5=0; 
count6=0; 
count7=0; 
count8=0; 
   
for i=3:length(outputs) 
  %  for i=3:3 
    cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\output\2007'); 
    cd(outputs(i).name); 
    load([outputs(i).name '_rand.mat']) 
    
[square1,square2,square3,square4,square5,square6,square7,square8]=count
density(ra020,dec020,ra20,dec20) 
    [C,I]=max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8]) 
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    if I==1 
        count1=count1+1; 
    elseif I==2 
        count2=count2+1; 
    elseif I==3 
        count3=count3+1; 
    elseif I==4 
        count4=count4+1; 
    elseif I==5 
        count5=count5+1;   
    elseif I==6 
        count6=count6+1;    
    elseif I==7 
        count7=count7+1;     
    elseif I==8 
        count8=count8+1; 
    end 
end 
 
distance.m 
closee=[] 
racl=[] 
deccl=[] 
rafr=[] 
decfr=[] 
for i=1:length(ra) 
dist(i)=sqrt((ra(i)-ra0)^2+(dec(i)-dec0)^2); 
  
if dist(i) < 50 
    clos=dist(i) 
    closee=[closee clos]  
    racl=[racl ra(i)] 
    deccl=[deccl dec(i)] 
    
else 
     rafr=[rafr ra(i)] 
    decfr=[decfr dec(i)] 
end 
end 
  
FfuncE.m 
function [funcF,funcFdot] =FfuncE(E,M,ecc) 
    funcF = E -ecc*sin(E)-M; 
    funcFdot = 1-ecc*cos(E); 
end 
 
GUI.m 
function varargout = GUI(varargin) 
% GUI M-file for GUI.fig 
%      GUI, by itself, creates a new GUI or raises the existing 
%      singleton*. 
% 
%      H = GUI returns the handle to a new GUI or the handle to 
%      the existing singleton*. 
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% 
%      GUI('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 
%      function named CALLBACK in GUI.M with the given input arguments. 
% 
%      GUI('Property','Value',...) creates a new GUI or raises the 
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value 
pairs are 
%      applied to the GUI before GUI_OpeningFcn gets called.  An 
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property 
application 
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to GUI_OpeningFcn via varargin. 
% 
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only 
one 
%      instance to run (singleton)". 
% 
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES 
  
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help GUI 
  
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 29-Sep-2011 19:25:32 
  
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ... 
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ... 
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @GUI_OpeningFcn, ... 
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @GUI_OutputFcn, ... 
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ... 
                   'gui_Callback',   []); 
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1}) 
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 
end 
  
if nargout 
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 
  
  
% --- Executes just before GUI is made visible. 
function GUI_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn. 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
% varargin   command line arguments to GUI (see VARARGIN) 
  
% Choose default command line output for GUI 
handles.output = hObject; 
  
% Update handles structure 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
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% UIWAIT makes GUI wait for user response (see UIRESUME) 
% uiwait(handles.figure1); 
  
  
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 
function varargout = GUI_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT); 
% hObject    handle to figure 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
% Get default command line output from handles structure 
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function Untitled_1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to Untitled_1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
  
  
% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function uipushtool1_ClickedCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% hObject    handle to uipushtool1 (see GCBO) 
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 
[filename, pathname] = ... 
     uigetfile({'*.txt';'*.tle';'*.*'},'Select TLE'); 
 call=['copy ' [pathname filename] ' H:\backup_1\thesis\work']; 
 system(call); 
%cd('H:\backup_1\thesis\work');  
[originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra20 dec20 ra40 dec40 
ra60 dec60 r1cc r2cc r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=sim_iterategui(filename); 
[ra020,ra040,ra060,dec020,dec040,dec060]=original(filename); 
% countourplot(ra020,dec020,ra20,dec20,'rand', '20'); 
ra0=ra020; 
dec0=dec020; 
ra=ra20; 
dec=dec20; 
data=[ra;dec]'; 
xlim([ra0-.5 ra0+.5]) ; 
ylim([dec0-.5 dec0+.5]) ; 
hold on 
  
  
  
  
 [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data); 
 [C,h]=contourf(X,Y,density,300,'LineStyle','none') 
plot(ra0,dec0,'SG','LineWidth',2) 
plot(ra,dec,'*') 
ylabel('Declination','fontsize',16,'fontweight','b') 
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xlabel('Right Ascension','fontsize',16,'fontweight','b') 
  
square1=0; 
sq1ct=0; 
square2=0; 
sq2ct=0; 
square3=0; 
sq3ct=0; 
square4=0; 
sq4ct=0; 
square5=0; 
sq5ct=0; 
square6=0; 
sq6ct=0; 
square7=0; 
sq7ct=0; 
square8=0; 
sq8ct=0; 
% square9=0; 
% sq1ct=0 
  
for i=1:length(C) 
    if round(C(2,i)) == C(2,i) 
    numb=C(2,i); 
     
    for j=1:numb 
    val=C(1,i); 
    xdat=C(1,i+j); 
    ydat=C(2,i+j); 
        if xdat < ra0+.33 && xdat > ra0+.11 && ydat < dec0+.11 && ydat 
> dec0-.11 
            square1=square1+val; 
            sq1ct=sq1ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.33 && xdat > ra0+.11 && ydat < dec0+.33 && 
ydat > dec0+.11 
            square2=square2+val; 
            sq2ct=sq2ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.11 && xdat > ra0-.11 && ydat < dec0+.33 && 
ydat > dec0+.11 
            square3=square3+val; 
            sq3ct=sq3ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0-.11 && xdat > ra0-.33 && ydat < dec0+.33 && 
ydat > dec0+.11 
            square4=square4+val; 
            sq4ct=sq4ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0-.11 && xdat > ra0-.33 && ydat < dec0+.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.11 
            square5=square5+val; 
            sq5ct=sq5ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0-.11 && xdat > ra0-.33 && ydat < dec0-.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.33 
            square6=square6+val; 
            sq6ct=sq6ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.11 && xdat > ra0-.11 && ydat < dec0-.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.33 
            square7=square7+val; 
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            sq7ct=sq7ct+1; 
        elseif xdat < ra0+.33 && xdat > ra0+.11 && ydat < dec0-.11 && 
ydat > dec0-.33 
            square8=square8+val; 
            sq8ct=sq8ct+1; 
        end 
    end 
    end 
end 
  
square1=square1/sq1ct; 
square2=square2/sq2ct; 
square3=square3/sq3ct; 
square4=square4/sq4ct; 
square5=square5/sq5ct; 
square6=square6/sq6ct; 
square7=square7/sq7ct; 
square8=square8/sq8ct; 
  
%1 
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square1 
    rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-
.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue') %1 
else 
        rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-
.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %1 
end 
%2 
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square2 
    rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue') 
else 
        rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
end 
  
%3 
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square3 
  rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue')%3 
else 
        rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2)%3 
end 
%4 
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square4 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue') %4 
else 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
%4 
end 
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if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square5 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-
.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue') %5 
else 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %5 
end 
  
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square6 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-.11-
.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue')%6 
else 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-.11-
.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2)%6 
end 
  
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square7 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-.11-
.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue')%7 
else 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-.11-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2)%7 
end 
  
if max([square1 square2 square3 square4 square5 square6 square7 
square8])==square8 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-.11-
.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',4,'EdgeColor','blue') %8 
else 
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-.11-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) 
%8 
end 
  
  
rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %9 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %5 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-.11,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %1 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-.11-.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2)%7 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11,dec0-.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2)%3 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %2 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-
.11+.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %4 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11+.22,dec0-.11-
.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2) %8 
% rectangle('Position',[ra0-.11-.22,dec0-.11-
.22,.22,.22],'LineWidth',2)%6 
 
kde2d.m 
function [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data,n,MIN_XY,MAX_XY) 
% fast and accurate state-of-the-art 
% bivariate kernel density estimator 
% with diagonal bandwidth matrix. 
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% The kernel is assumed to be Gaussian. 
% The two bandwidth parameters are 
% chosen optimally without ever 
% using/assuming a parametric model for the data or any "rules of 
thumb". 
% Unlike many other procedures, this one 
% is immune to accuracy failures in the estimation of 
% multimodal densities with widely separated modes (see examples). 
% INPUTS: data - an N by 2 array with continuous data 
%            n - size of the n by n grid over which the density is 
computed 
%                n has to be a power of 2, otherwise n=2^ceil(log2(n)); 
%                the default value is 2^8; 
% MIN_XY,MAX_XY- limits of the bounding box over which the density is 
computed; 
%                the format is: 
%                MIN_XY=[lower_Xlim,lower_Ylim] 
%                MAX_XY=[upper_Xlim,upper_Ylim]. 
%                The dafault limits are computed as: 
%                MAX=max(data,[],1); MIN=min(data,[],1); Range=MAX-MIN; 
%                MAX_XY=MAX+Range/4; MIN_XY=MIN-Range/4; 
% OUTPUT: bandwidth - a row vector with the two optimal 
%                     bandwidths for a bivaroate Gaussian kernel; 
%                     the format is: 
%                     bandwidth=[bandwidth_X, bandwidth_Y]; 
%          density  - an n by n matrix containing the density values 
over the n by n grid; 
%                     density is not computed unless the function is 
asked for such an output; 
%              X,Y  - the meshgrid over which the variable "density" 
has been computed; 
%                     the intended usage is as follows: 
%                     surf(X,Y,density) 
% Example (simple Gaussian mixture) 
% clear all 
%   % generate a Gaussian mixture with distant modes 
%   data=[randn(500,2); 
%       randn(500,1)+3.5, randn(500,1);]; 
%   % call the routine 
%     [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data); 
%   % plot the data and the density estimate 
%     contour3(X,Y,density,50), hold on 
%     plot(data(:,1),data(:,2),'r.','MarkerSize',5) 
% 
% Example (Gaussian mixture with distant modes): 
% 
% clear all 
%  % generate a Gaussian mixture with distant modes 
%  data=[randn(100,1), randn(100,1)/4; 
%      randn(100,1)+18, randn(100,1); 
%      randn(100,1)+15, randn(100,1)/2-18;]; 
%  % call the routine 
%    [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data); 
%  % plot the data and the density estimate 
%  surf(X,Y,density,'LineStyle','none'), view([0,60]) 
%  colormap hot, hold on, alpha(.8) 
%  set(gca, 'color', 'blue'); 
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%  plot(data(:,1),data(:,2),'w.','MarkerSize',5) 
% 
% Example (Sinusoidal density): 
% 
% clear all 
%   X=rand(1000,1); Y=sin(X*10*pi)+randn(size(X))/3; data=[X,Y]; 
%  % apply routine 
%  [bandwidth,density,X,Y]=kde2d(data); 
%  % plot the data and the density estimate 
%  surf(X,Y,density,'LineStyle','none'), view([0,70]) 
%  colormap hot, hold on, alpha(.8) 
%  set(gca, 'color', 'blue'); 
%  plot(data(:,1),data(:,2),'w.','MarkerSize',5) 
% 
% Notes: If you have a more accurate density estimator  
%        (as measured by which routine attains the smallest  
%         L_2 distance between the estimate and the true density) or 
you have  
%        problems running this code, please email me at 
botev@maths.uq.edu.au  
  
  
%  Reference: Z. I. Botev, J. F. Grotowski and D. P. Kroese 
%             "KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATION VIA DIFFUSION" ,Submitted to 
the 
%             Annals of Statistics, 2009 
global N A2 I 
if nargin<2 
    n=2^8; 
end 
n=2^ceil(log2(n)); % round up n to the next power of 2; 
N=size(data,1); 
if nargin<3 
    MAX=max(data,[],1); MIN=min(data,[],1); Range=MAX-MIN; 
    MAX_XY=MAX+Range/4; MIN_XY=MIN-Range/4; 
end 
scaling=MAX_XY-MIN_XY; 
if N<=size(data,2) 
    error('data has to be an N by 2 array where each row represents a 
two dimensional observation') 
end 
transformed_data=(data-repmat(MIN_XY,N,1))./repmat(scaling,N,1); 
%bin the data uniformly using regular grid; 
initial_data=ndhist(transformed_data,n); 
% discrete cosine transform of initial data 
a= dct2d(initial_data); 
% now compute the optimal bandwidth^2 
  I=(0:n-1).^2; A2=a.^2; 
  
 t_star=fzero( @(t)(t-evolve(t)),[0,0.1]); 
  
p_02=func([0,2],t_star);p_20=func([2,0],t_star); 
p_11=func([1,1],t_star); 
t_y=(p_02^(3/4)/(4*pi*N*p_20^(3/4)*(p_11+sqrt(p_20*p_02))))^(1/3); 
t_x=(p_20^(3/4)/(4*pi*N*p_02^(3/4)*(p_11+sqrt(p_20*p_02))))^(1/3); 
% smooth the discrete cosine transform of initial data using t_star 
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a_t=exp(-(0:n-1)'.^2*pi^2*t_x/2)*exp(-(0:n-1).^2*pi^2*t_y/2).*a;  
% now apply the inverse discrete cosine transform 
if nargout>1 
    density=idct2d(a_t)*(numel(a_t)/prod(scaling)); 
    [X,Y]=meshgrid(MIN_XY(1):scaling(1)/(n-
1):MAX_XY(1),MIN_XY(2):scaling(2)/(n-1):MAX_XY(2)); 
end 
bandwidth=sqrt([t_x,t_y]).*scaling;  
end 
%####################################### 
function  [out,time]=evolve(t) 
global N 
Sum_func = func([0,2],t) + func([2,0],t) + 2*func([1,1],t); 
time=(2*pi*N*Sum_func)^(-1/3); 
out=(t-time)/time; 
end 
%####################################### 
function out=func(s,t) 
global N 
if sum(s)<=4 
    Sum_func=func([s(1)+1,s(2)],t)+func([s(1),s(2)+1],t); 
const=(1+1/2^(sum(s)+1))/3; 
    time=(-2*const*K(s(1))*K(s(2))/N/Sum_func)^(1/(2+sum(s))); 
    out=psi(s,time); 
else 
    out=psi(s,t); 
end 
  
end 
%####################################### 
function out=psi(s,Time) 
global I A2 
% s is a vector 
w=exp(-I*pi^2*Time).*[1,.5*ones(1,length(I)-1)]; 
wx=w.*(I.^s(1)); 
wy=w.*(I.^s(2)); 
out=(-1)^sum(s)*(wy*A2*wx')*pi^(2*sum(s)); 
end 
%####################################### 
function out=K(s) 
out=(-1)^s*prod((1:2:2*s-1))/sqrt(2*pi); 
end 
%####################################### 
function data=dct2d(data) 
% computes the 2 dimensional discrete cosine transform of data 
% data is an nd cube 
[nrows,ncols]= size(data); 
if nrows~=ncols 
    error('data is not a square array!') 
end 
% Compute weights to multiply DFT coefficients 
w = [1;2*(exp(-i*(1:nrows-1)*pi/(2*nrows))).']; 
weight=w(:,ones(1,ncols)); 
data=dct1d(dct1d(data)')'; 
    function transform1d=dct1d(x) 
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        % Re-order the elements of the columns of x 
        x = [ x(1:2:end,:); x(end:-2:2,:) ]; 
  
        % Multiply FFT by weights: 
        transform1d = real(weight.* fft(x)); 
    end 
end 
%####################################### 
function data = idct2d(data) 
% computes the 2 dimensional inverse discrete cosine transform 
[nrows,ncols]=size(data); 
% Compute wieghts 
w = exp(i*(0:nrows-1)*pi/(2*nrows)).'; 
weights=w(:,ones(1,ncols)); 
data=idct1d(idct1d(data)'); 
    function out=idct1d(x) 
        y = real(ifft(weights.*x)); 
        out = zeros(nrows,ncols); 
        out(1:2:nrows,:) = y(1:nrows/2,:); 
        out(2:2:nrows,:) = y(nrows:-1:nrows/2+1,:); 
    end 
end 
%####################################### 
function binned_data=ndhist(data,M) 
% this function computes the histogram 
% of an n-dimensional data set; 
% 'data' is nrows by n columns 
% M is the number of bins used in each dimension 
% so that 'binned_data' is a hypercube with 
% size length equal to M; 
[nrows,ncols]=size(data); 
bins=zeros(nrows,ncols); 
for i=1:ncols 
    [dum,bins(:,i)] = histc(data(:,i),[0:1/M:1],1); 
    bins(:,i) = min(bins(:,i),M); 
end 
% Combine the  vectors of 1D bin counts into a grid of nD bin 
% counts. 
binned_data = 
accumarray(bins(all(bins>0,2),:),1/nrows,M(ones(1,ncols))); 
end 
  
kepler_E.m 
function E = kepler_E(e, M) 
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~From Curtis 
%{ 
This function uses Newton's method to solve Kepler's 
equation E - e*sin(E) = M for the eccentric anomaly, 
given the eccentricity and the mean anomaly. 
E - eccentric anomaly (radians) 
e - eccentricity, passed from the calling program 
M - mean anomaly (radians), passed from the calling program 
pi - 3.1415926... 
User m-functions required: none 
%} 
% ---------------------------------------------- 
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%...Set an error tolerance: 
error = 1.e-6; 
%...Select a starting value for E: 
if M < pi 
E = M + e/2; 
else 
E = M - e/2; 
end 
%...Iterate on Equation 3.17 until E is determined to within 
%...the error tolerance: 
ratio = 1; 
while abs(ratio) > error 
ratio = (E - e*sin(E) - M)/(1 - e*cos(E)); 
E = E - ratio; 
end 
end %kepler_E 
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
     
sim_iterate.m 
function [originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra20 dec20 ra40 
dec40 ra60 dec60 r1cc r2cc r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=likewhat(file) 
%function [ra20,dec20]=likewhat(sz) 
%format long 
%RandStream.setDefaultStream ... 
 %    (RandStream('mt19937ar','seed',sum(100*clock))); 
%file='20082200514.tle.txt' 
err=.01 
path=['H:\backup_1\thesis\work']; 
  
%file='20082140713.tle.txt' 
%file='20082170405.tle.txt'; 
%file='20082200514.tle.txt'; 
[inc, ecc, raan, ap, ma, mm] = elements(file, path); 
originalelements=[inc ecc raan ap ma mm]; 
%mm=mm/2* 
deg=pi/180; 
mm=mm*(3600*24/(2*pi))^-1; 
%ecc=ecc/100000; 
%ecc=.0047717; 
mu=398600.4415; 
a=(mu^.5/mm)^(2/3); 
p=a*(1-ecc^2); 
h=(mu*p)^(1/2); 
T = (2*pi/sqrt(mu))*a^(1.5); 
tau=ma*deg*T/(2*pi); 
E = kepler_E(ecc, deg*ma); 
ta=2*atan(((1+ecc)/(1-ecc))^(1/2)*tan(E/2)); 
  
  
coe=[h ecc raan*deg inc*deg ap*deg ta]; 
%orb=[a ecc inc ap*deg raan*deg tau]; 
%coe - orbital elements [h e RA incl w TA] 
[r, v] = sv_from_coe(coe,mu); 
%[rvect,vvect]=AERO557COEStoRV(mu,orb); 
  
%r = 1.0e+04 * [-0.5663;2.1886; 0.4462]; 
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%v =[-4.9058;-0.4718;0.8668] 
j=0 
  
sz=20; 
ecci=zeros(1,sz); 
raani=zeros(1,sz); 
inci=zeros(1,sz); 
api=zeros(1,sz); 
mmi=zeros(1,sz); 
mai=zeros(1,sz); 
ra20 = zeros(1,sz); 
dec20 = zeros(1,sz); 
ra40 = zeros(1,sz); 
dec40 = zeros(1,sz); 
ra60 = zeros(1,sz); 
dec60 = zeros(1,sz); 
r1cc=zeros(1,sz); 
r2cc=zeros(1,sz); 
r3cc=zeros(1,sz); 
v1cc=zeros(1,sz); 
v2cc=zeros(1,sz); 
v3cc=zeros(1,sz); 
  
%vary R 
while j<sz; 
% for i=1:1000 
%     i 
%err=[1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
%erro=.02; 
%err = 1-erro + erro.*rand(6); 
  
r1c=err*randn(1); 
r2c=err*randn(1); 
r3c=err*randn(1); 
v1c=err*randn(1); 
v2c=err*randn(1); 
v3c=err*randn(1); 
  
rerr=[r(1)*(1+ r1c) r(2)*(1+r2c)  r(3)*(1+r3c)]; 
verr=[v(1)*(1+v1c)   v(2)*(1+v2c) v(3)*(1+v3c)]; 
coe = coe_from_sv(rerr,verr,mu); 
%coe - vector of orbital elements [h e RA incl w TA a] 
  
h=coe(1); 
ecc=coe(2); 
raan=coe(3); 
inc=coe(4); 
ap=coe(5); 
ta=coe(6); 
a=coe(7); 
  
  
  
T = (2*pi/sqrt(mu))*a^(1.5); 
mm=mu^(1/2)/(a)^(3/2); 
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mm=mm*3600*24/(2*pi); 
  
E=2*atan(tan(ta/2)/((1+ecc)/(1-ecc))^(1/2)); 
ma=E-ecc*sin(E); 
  
[tlename]= varyTLE_statevector(inc/deg, ecc, raan/deg, coe(5)/deg, 
ma/deg, mm,file, path); 
  
call=['a.exe 2008-08-01 mo 20082149475 '  tlename]; 
system(call); 
  
fid = fopen('mo1920082149475.txt2.mlb','r'); 
    t=textscan(fid,... 
        '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %5s %f %f 
%f %f %f %f %*[^\n]',... 
        'headerlines',1); 
    %convert the '*****' to a number so that cell2mat can work 
    edatanew1 = {t{1,1:17}}; 
%     edatanew2 = {t{19:end}}; 
    eccdata1 = cell2mat(edatanew1);    
  
 if  length(eccdata1)<60; 
    j; 
 else 
     j=j+1 
     % hi=h; 
% ecci=ecc; 
% raani=raan; 
% inci=inc; 
% api=ap; 
% tai=ta; 
% ai=a; 
%ra(j) = eccdata1(35,7); 
%dec(j) = eccdata1(35,8); 
ecci(j)=coe(2); 
raani(j)=coe(3); 
inci(j)=coe(4); 
api(j)=coe(5); 
 mmi(j)=mm; 
 mai(j)=ma; 
ra20(j) = eccdata1(20,7); 
dec20(j) = eccdata1(20,8); 
ra40(j) = eccdata1(40,7); 
dec40(j) = eccdata1(40,8); 
ra60(j) = eccdata1(60,7); 
dec60(j) = eccdata1(60,8); 
r1cc(j)=r1c; 
r2cc(j)=r2c; 
r3cc(j)=r3c; 
v1cc(j)=v1c; 
v2cc(j)=v2c; 
v3cc(j)=v3c; 
  
 end 
%delete('*.mlb', '20082149475.tle.txt', tlename); 
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end 
 
sim_iterate_work.m  
function [originalelements, ecci raani inci api mmi mai ra dec r1cc 
r2cc r3cc v1cc v2cc v3cc]=likewhat_work(file) 
%function [ra20,dec20]=likewhat(sz) 
%format long 
%RandStream.setDefaultStream ... 
 %    (RandStream('mt19937ar','seed',sum(100*clock))); 
%file='20082200514.tle.txt' 
  
  
phour=1.7477; 
err=.01 
path=['H:\backup_1\thesis\work']; 
  
%file='20082140713.tle.txt' 
%file='20082170405.tle.txt'; 
%file='20082200514.tle.txt'; 
[inc, ecc, raan, ap, ma, mm] = elements(file, path); 
originalelements=[inc ecc raan ap ma mm]; 
%mm=mm/2* 
deg=pi/180; 
mm=mm*(3600*24/(2*pi))^-1; 
%ecc=ecc/100000; 
%ecc=.0047717; 
mu=398600.4415; 
a=(mu^.5/mm)^(2/3); 
p=a*(1-ecc^2); 
h=(mu*p)^(1/2); 
T = (2*pi/sqrt(mu))*a^(1.5); 
tau=ma*deg*T/(2*pi); 
E = kepler_E(ecc, deg*ma); 
ta=2*atan(((1+ecc)/(1-ecc))^(1/2)*tan(E/2)); 
  
  
coe=[h ecc raan*deg inc*deg ap*deg ta]; 
%orb=[a ecc inc ap*deg raan*deg tau]; 
%coe - orbital elements [h e RA incl w TA] 
[r, v] = sv_from_coe(coe,mu); 
%[rvect,vvect]=AERO557COEStoRV(mu,orb); 
  
%r = 1.0e+04 * [-0.5663;2.1886; 0.4462]; 
%v =[-4.9058;-0.4718;0.8668] 
j=0 
  
sz=2000; 
ecci=zeros(1,sz); 
raani=zeros(1,sz); 
inci=zeros(1,sz); 
api=zeros(1,sz); 
mmi=zeros(1,sz); 
mai=zeros(1,sz); 
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ra = zeros(1,sz); 
dec = zeros(1,sz); 
  
  
%vary R 
while j<sz; 
% for i=1:1000 
%     i 
%err=[1 1 1 1 1 1]; 
%erro=.02; 
%err = 1-erro + erro.*rand(6); 
  
r1c=err*randn(1); 
r2c=err*randn(1); 
r3c=err*randn(1); 
v1c=err*randn(1); 
v2c=err*randn(1); 
v3c=err*randn(1); 
  
rerr=[r(1)*(1+ r1c) r(2)*(1+r2c)  r(3)*(1+r3c)]; 
verr=[v(1)*(1+v1c)   v(2)*(1+v2c) v(3)*(1+v3c)]; 
coe = coe_from_sv(rerr,verr,mu); 
%coe - vector of orbital elements [h e RA incl w TA a] 
  
h=coe(1); 
ecc=coe(2); 
raan=coe(3); 
inc=coe(4); 
ap=coe(5); 
ta=coe(6); 
a=coe(7); 
  
  
  
T = (2*pi/sqrt(mu))*a^(1.5); 
mm=mu^(1/2)/(a)^(3/2); 
mm=mm*3600*24/(2*pi); 
  
E=2*atan(tan(ta/2)/((1+ecc)/(1-ecc))^(1/2)); 
ma=E-ecc*sin(E); 
  
[tlename]= varyTLE_statevector(inc/deg, ecc, raan/deg, coe(5)/deg, 
ma/deg, mm,file, path); 
  
call=['a.exe 2008-08-01 mo 20082149475 '  tlename]; 
system(call); 
  
fid = fopen('mo1920082149475.txt2.mlb','r'); 
    t=textscan(fid,... 
        '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %5s %f %f 
%f %f %f %f %*[^\n]',... 
        'headerlines',1); 
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    %convert the '*****' to a number so that cell2mat can work 
    edatanew1 = {t{1,1:17}}; 
%     edatanew2 = {t{19:end}}; 
    eccdata1 = cell2mat(edatanew1);    
  
 if  length(eccdata1)<60; 
    j; 
 else 
     j=j+1 
     % hi=h; 
% ecci=ecc; 
% raani=raan; 
% inci=inc; 
% api=ap; 
% tai=ta; 
% ai=a; 
%ra(j) = eccdata1(35,7); 
%dec(j) = eccdata1(35,8); 
ecci(j)=coe(2); 
raani(j)=coe(3); 
inci(j)=coe(4); 
api(j)=coe(5); 
 mmi(j)=mm; 
 mai(j)=ma; 
  
 ra(j)=interp1(eccdata1((1:600),1),eccdata1((1:600),7),phour+22); 
  dec(j)=interp1(eccdata1((1:600),1),eccdata1((1:600),8),phour+22); 
  
%  ra(j) = eccdata1(20,7); 
% dec(j) = eccdata1(20,8); 
  
r1cc(j)=r1c; 
r2cc(j)=r2c; 
r3cc(j)=r3c; 
v1cc(j)=v1c; 
v2cc(j)=v2c; 
v3cc(j)=v3c; 
  
 end 
%delete('*.mlb', '20082149475.tle.txt', tlename); 
  
end 
 
original.m 
function [ra020,ra040,ra060,dec020,dec040,dec060]=original(file) 
%path=['C:\cygwin\tmp' ]; 
  
%cd(path); 
  
call=['a.exe 2008-08-01 mo 20082149475 ' file]; 
system(call); 
  
  
fid = fopen('mo1920082149475.txt2.mlb','r'); 
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    t=textscan(fid,... 
        '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %5s %f %f 
%f %f %f %f %*[^\n]',... 
        'headerlines',1); 
    %convert the '*****' to a number so that cell2mat can work 
    edatanew1 = {t{1,1:17}}; 
%     edatanew2 = {t{19:end}}; 
    eccdata1 = cell2mat(edatanew1); 
     
ra020 = eccdata1(20,7); 
dec020 = eccdata1(20,8); 
  
ra040 = eccdata1(40,7); 
dec040 = eccdata1(40,8); 
  
ra060 = eccdata1(60,7); 
dec060 = eccdata1(60,8); 
%fclose('all'); 
  
%delete('*.mlb', '20082149475.tle.txt', tlename); 
 
original_work.m 
function [ra0,dec0]=original_work(file) 
%path=['C:\cygwin\tmp' ]; 
  
%cd(path); 
phour=1.7477; 
  
call=['a.exe 2008-08-01 mo 20082149475 ' file]; 
system(call); 
  
  
fid = fopen('mo1920082149475.txt2.mlb','r'); 
    t=textscan(fid,... 
        '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %5s %f %f 
%f %f %f %f %*[^\n]',... 
        'headerlines',1); 
    %convert the '*****' to a number so that cell2mat can work 
    edatanew1 = {t{1,1:17}}; 
%     edatanew2 = {t{19:end}}; 
    eccdata1 = cell2mat(edatanew1); 
  
 ra0=interp1(eccdata1((1:600),1),eccdata1((1:600),7),phour+22); 
  dec0=interp1(eccdata1((1:600),1),eccdata1((1:600),8),phour+22); 
  
%fclose('all'); 
  
%delete('*.mlb', '20082149475.tle.txt', tlename); 
 
posread.m 
function [obsinfor]=posread(listfile, obs) 
  
%cd('/home/daniel/Desktop/backup/thesis/objects/') 
% fid = fopen('pos20082170912.txt','r'); 
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%     t=textscan(fid,... 
%         '%d %*f %*f %*f %*f %4f %f',... 
%         'headerlines',1); % 
  
  
for i=1:length(listfile) 
    if regexp(listfile(i).name,'pos2008')==1 % && 
regexp(listfile(i).name,obs(length(obs)-4:end))==1      
        name=listfile(i).name 
    end 
end 
fid = fopen(name,'r'); 
    t=textscan(fid,... 
        '%f %*f %*f %*f %*f %f %f %f %f %*[^\n]',... 
        'headerlines',1); % 
     
posdat=cell2mat(t); 
  
  
num=posdat(:,1) ; 
year=posdat(1,2); 
month=abs(posdat(:,3)); 
day=abs(posdat(:,4)); 
time=posdat(:,5);  
  
obsduration=(day(end)*24+time(end))-(day(1)*24+time(1)) ;% hours 
  
  
count=1 
j=1 
tt=zeros(50,1); 
for i=1:length(time)-1 
    
    if i==length(time)-1 
          tt(count)=time(end)-time(j); 
        elseif num(i+1)-num(i)==1; 
        1; 
        else i<length(time)-1 
       tt(count)=time(i)-time(j); 
       count=count+1; 
       j=i+1 
       
    end 
end 
  
obstime=sum(tt) 
  
obsinfor=[year obsduration count obstime] 
  
 sv_from_coe.m 
 
function [r, v] = sv_from_coe(coe,mu) 
% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Taken from Curtis 
%{ 
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This function computes the state vector (r,v) from the 
classical orbital elements (coe). 
mu - gravitational parameter (km^3;s^2) 
coe - orbital elements [h e RA incl w TA] 
where 
h = angular momentum (km^2/s) 
e = eccentricity 
RA = right ascension of the ascending node (rad) 
incl = inclination of the orbit (rad) 
w = argument of perigee (rad) 
TA = true anomaly (rad) 
R3_w - Rotation matrix about the z-axis through the angle w 
R1_i - Rotation matrix about the x-axis through the angle i 
R3_W - Rotation matrix about the z-axis through the angle RA 
Q_pX - Matrix of the transformation from perifocal to geocentric 
equatorial frame 
rp - position vector in the perifocal frame (km) 
vp - velocity vector in the perifocal frame (km/s) 
r - position vector in the geocentric equatorial frame (km) 
v - velocity vector in the geocentric equatorial frame (km/s) 
User M-functions required: none 
%} 
% ---------------------------------------------- 
h = coe(1); 
e = coe(2); 
RA = coe(3); 
incl = coe(4); 
w = coe(5); 
TA = coe(6); 
%...Equations 4.45 and 4.46 (rp and vp are column vectors): 
rp = (h^2/mu) * (1/(1 + e*cos(TA))) * (cos(TA)*[1;0;0] + 
sin(TA)*[0;1;0]); 
vp = (mu/h) * (-sin(TA)*[1;0;0] + (e + cos(TA))*[0;1;0]); 
%...Equation 4.34: 
R3_W = [ cos(RA) sin(RA) 0 
-sin(RA) cos(RA) 0 
0 0 1]; 
%...Equation 4.32: 
R1_i = [1 0 0 
0 cos(incl) sin(incl) 
0 -sin(incl) cos(incl)]; 
%...Equation 4.34: 
R3_w = [ cos(w) sin(w) 0 
-sin(w) cos(w) 0 
0 0 1]; 
%...Equation 4.49: 
Q_pX = (R3_w*R1_i*R3_W)'; 
%...Equations 4.51 (r and v are column vectors): 
r = Q_pX*rp; 
v = Q_pX*vp; 
%...Convert r and v into row vectors: 
r = r'; 
v = v'; 
end 
 
varyTLE.m 
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function [tlename]= varyTLE(C_inc, C_ecc, C_raan, C_ap, C_ma, C_mm) 
%ideas and some code were taken from James Biehls "Formulation of a 
Search 
%Stratagy for Space Debris in Geo" TLE variation code 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 
%function inputs: 
%note. change number is a %, a number out of a 100. 5=5/100=5% 
%C_inc = change in Inclination  
%C_ecc = chnage in Eccentricity 
%C_raan = change in Right Ascention of the Ascending Node 
%C_ap = change in Argument of Perigee 
%C_ma = change in Mean Anomaly 
%C_mm = change in Mean Motion 
%option = 1 -> write TLE FILE 
%option = 2 -> write C_inc, C_ecc, C_raan, C_ap, C_ma, C_mm, RA, DEC in 
%File 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
%function outputs: 
%TLE1 = line 1 of TLE 
%TLE2 = line 2 of TLE 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
  
% C_inc=5 ; 
% C_ecc =5; 
% C_raan =5; 
% C_ap =5; 
% C_ma =5; 
% C_mm=5; 
%  
  
  
  
%Load TLE 
%path1='2% change\Object_12\'; 
path2='TLEs_1'; 
%path=['C:\Users\daniel\Desktop\thesis\thesis2\working' ]; 
path=['C:\cygwin\tmp' ]; 
  
cd(path); 
fid=fopen('20082141619.tle.txt','r'); 
A=textscan(fid,'%s'); 
B=A{1}; %tle coulmn 
C=B{1}; %header 
%path=['C:\Users\daniel\Desktop\thesis\thesis2\test\variedTLE2' ]; 
%cd(path); 
  
%inclination 
inc=str2num(B{13}); 
inc_new=inc+inc*(C_inc/100); %add percent change 
if abs(inc_new)>=10            
    inc_new=['0' num2str(inc_new)]; 
else 
    inc_new=['00' num2str(inc_new)]; 
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end 
  
%Eccentricity 
ecc=str2num(B{15}); 
H=str2num(B{18}); 
ecc_new=round(ecc+ecc*(C_ecc/100)); %add percent change 
l=(ecc_new-7000000)/100000;  %ask james/kira about this! 
if ecc_new>7000000 && H>(2.6-.1*l) 
ecc_new=6800000; 
end 
n=length(num2str(ecc_new));  %format to have right number of characters   
while n<7 
  ecc_new=['0' num2str(ecc_new)] ; 
  n=length(num2str(ecc_new)); 
end 
%Right Ascention of the Ascending Node 
raan=str2num(B{14}); 
raan_new=raan+raan*(C_raan/100); %add percent change 
  
if raan_new>=360 
    raan_new=raan_new-360; 
    elseif raan_new<0 
    raan_new=raan_new+360; 
    else 
end 
n=length(num2str(raan_new));   %format to have right number of 
characters  
while n<8 
  raan_new=['0' num2str(raan_new)] ; 
  n=length(num2str((raan_new))); 
end 
  
raan_new=num2str(raan_new); 
%Argument of Perigee 
ap=str2num(B{16}); 
ap_new=ap+ap*(C_ap/100); %add percent change 
if ap_new>=360 
    ap_new=ap_new-360; 
    elseif ap_new<0 
    ap_new=ap_new+360; 
    else 
end 
  
n=length(num2str(floor(ap_new)));   %format to have right number of 
characters  
while n<3 
  ap_new=['0' num2str(ap_new)] ; 
  n=length(num2str(floor(ap_new))); 
end 
ap_new=num2str(ap_new); 
  
%Mean Anomaly 
ma=str2num(B{17}); 
ma_new=ma+ma*(C_ma/100); %add percent change 
if ma_new>=360 
    ma_new=ma_new-360; 
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    elseif ma_new<0 
    ma_new=ma_new+360; 
    else 
end 
  
n=length(num2str(floor(ma_new)));   %format to have right number of 
characters  
while n<3 
  ma_new=['0' num2str(ma_new)] ; 
  n=length(num2str(floor(ap_new))); 
end 
ma_new=num2str(ma_new); 
%Mean Motion 
mm=str2num(B{18}); 
mm_new=mm+mm*(C_mm/100); %add percent change 
H=str2num(B{15}); 
l=(mm_new-2.6)/.1; 
if H>7000000-100000*l && mm_new>(2.6) 
mm_new=2.6; 
end 
  
n=length(num2str(mm_new));   %format to have right number of characters  
while n<16 
  mm_new=[num2str(mm_new) '0'] ; 
  n=length(num2str(mm_new)); 
end 
mm_new=num2str(mm_new); 
%desc=[C_inc C_ecc C_raan C_ap C_ma C_mm] 
%mm_new=[num2str(mm_new) '00000000'] 
  
% make and move to directory of TLE 
%paraName =[C(11:14) '_' num2str(C_inc) '_' num2str(C_ecc) '_' 
num2str(C_raan) '_' num2str(C_ap) '_' num2str(C_ma) '_' num2str(C_mm)]; 
tlename=[num2str(C_inc) num2str(C_ecc) num2str(C_raan) num2str(C_ap) 
num2str(C_ma) num2str(C_mm) '.txt']; 
%tlename=[num2str(C_inc) '_' num2str(C_ecc) '_' num2str(C_raan) '_' 
num2str(C_ap) '_' num2str(C_ma) '_' num2str(C_mm) '.txt']; 
%tlename=[C(4:14) 'tle.txt']; 
%mkdir(paraName); 
%path=['C:\Users\daniel\Desktop\thesis\thesis2\test\variedTLE2\' 
paraName]; 
%cd(path); 
  
%write TLE 
TLE1=[[B{2} ' '],[B{3} ' '],[B{4} ' '],[B{5} '  '],[B{6} '  '],[B{7} '  
'],... 
[B{8} ' '],[B{9} ' '],[B{10}]]; 
  
TLE2=[[B{11} ' '],[B{12} ' '],[inc_new ' '],[raan_new ' '],[ecc_new ' 
'],... 
[ap_new ' '],[ma_new '  '],[mm_new]]; 
  
%fid2=fopen([C(11:14) '_' num2str(C_inc) '_' num2str(C_ecc) '_' 
num2str(C_raan) '_' num2str(C_ap) '_' num2str(C_ma) '_' num2str(C_mm) 
'.tle.txt'],'w+'); 
fid2=fopen(tlename,'w+'); 
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fprintf(fid2, '%s \n', C, TLE1, TLE2); 
  
fclose all; 
  
 
varyTLE_statevector.m 
function [tlename, inc, ecc, raan, ap, ma, mm]= 
varyTLE_statevector(inc, ecc, raan, ap, ma, mm, file, path) 
%ideas and some code were taken from James Biehls "Formulation of a 
Search 
%Stratagy for Space Debris in Geo" TLE variation code 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
--- 
%function inputs: 
%note. change number is a %, a number out of a 100. 5=5/100=5% 
%C_inc = change in Inclination  
%C_ecc = chnage in Eccentricity 
%C_raan = change in Right Ascention of the Ascending Node 
%C_ap = change in Argument of Perigee 
%C_ma = change in Mean Anomaly 
%C_mm = change in Mean Motion 
%option = 1 -> write TLE FILE 
%option = 2 -> write C_inc, C_ecc, C_raan, C_ap, C_ma, C_mm, RA, DEC in 
%File 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
%function outputs: 
%TLE1 = line 1 of TLE 
%TLE2 = line 2 of TLE 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
  
% C_inc=5 ; 
% C_ecc =5; 
% C_raan =5; 
% C_ap =5; 
% C_ma =5; 
% C_mm=5; 
%  
  
%[13.8774274707223,0.494964340659126,50.0994877497262,22.8914256668783,
9.73 
%498368623056,6.98295103181241e-05;] 
  
%Load TLE 
%path1='2% change\Object_12\'; 
% path2='TLEs_1'; 
% %path=['C:\Users\daniel\Desktop\thesis\thesis2\working' ]; 
%path=['C:\cygwin\tmp' ]; 
%  
cd(path); 
fid=fopen(file,'r'); 
A=textscan(fid,'%s'); 
B=A{1}; %tle coulmn 
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C=B{1}; %header 
%path=['C:\Users\daniel\Desktop\thesis\thesis2\test\variedTLE2' ]; 
%cd(path); 
  
%inclination 
  
if abs(inc)>=10            
    inc=['0' num2str(inc)]; 
else 
    inc=['00' num2str(inc)]; 
end 
while length(num2str(inc)) < 8 
    inc=[inc '0']; 
end 
%MAKE SURE IT LOOKS RIGHT 
%Eccentricity 
%ecc=round(ecc*10000000); 
  
ecc=num2str(ecc); 
n=length(ecc); 
while n<9 
  ecc=[num2str(ecc) '0'] ; 
  n=length(num2str(ecc)); 
end 
  
  
ecc=ecc(3:9); 
  
  
% H=str2num(B{18}); 
% l=(ecc-7000000)/100000;  %ask james/kira about this! 
% if ecc>7000000 && H>(2.6-.1*l) 
% ecc=6800000; 
% end 
  
%ecc=num2str(ecc); 
% n=length(num2str(ecc));  %format to have right number of characters   
% while n<7 
%   ecc=['0' num2str(ecc)] ; 
%   n=length(num2str(ecc)); 
% end 
%Right Ascention of the Ascending Node 
 %add percent change 
  
if raan>=360 
    raan=raan-360; 
    elseif raan<0 
    raan=raan+360; 
    else 
end 
  
if raan<10  
    raan=['00' num2str(raan,5)]; 
    elseif raan<100 
    raan=['0' num2str(raan,6)]; 
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    else  
    raan=num2str(raan,7); 
end 
  
while length(num2str(raan)) < 8 
    raan=[raan '0']; 
end 
    raan; 
% n=length(num2str(raan));   %format to have right number of characters  
% while n<8 
%   raan=['0' num2str(raan)] ; 
%   n=length(num2str((raan))); 
% end 
  
  
%Argument of Perige 
if ap>=360 
    ap=ap-360; 
    elseif ap<0 
    ap=ap+360; 
    else 
end 
  
if ap<10  
    ap=['00' num2str(ap,5)]; 
elseif ap<100 
    ap=['0' num2str(ap,6)]; 
else 
     ap=num2str(ap,7); 
end 
  
while length(num2str(ap)) < 8 
    ap=[ap '0']; 
end 
ap; 
% n=length(num2str(floor(ap)));   %format to have right number of 
characters  
% while n<3 
%   ap=['0' num2str(ap)] ; 
%   n=length(num2str(floor(ap))); 
% end 
% ap=num2str(ap); 
  
%Mean Anomaly 
if ma>=360 
    ma=ma-360; 
    elseif ma<0 
    ma=ma+360; 
    else 
end 
  
if ma<10  
    ma=['00' num2str(ma,5)]; 
elseif ma<100 
    ma=['0' num2str(ma,6)]; 
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else 
     ma=num2str(ma,7); 
end 
  
while length(num2str(ma)) < 8 
    ma=[ma '0']; 
end 
ma; 
% n=length(num2str(floor(ma)));   %format to have right number of 
characters  
% while n<3 
%   ma=['0' num2str(ma)] ; 
%   n=length(num2str(floor(ma))); 
% end 
% ma=num2str(ma); 
%Mean Motion 
  
% H=str2num(B{15}); 
% l=(mm-2.6)/.1; 
% if H>7000000-100000*l && mm>(2.6) 
% mm=2.6; 
% end 
  
%mm=num2str(mm, 16); 
% n=length(num2str(mm));   %format to have right number of characters 
% while n<16 
%   mm=[num2str(mm) '0'] ; 
%   n=length(num2str(mm)); 
% end 
  
mm=num2str(mm, 15); 
%mm 
%mm=[mm '00000']; 
%desc=[C_inc C_ecc C_raan C_ap C_ma C_mm] 
%mm_new=[num2str(mm_new) '00000000'] 
  
% make and move to directory of TLE 
%paraName =[C(11:14) '_' num2str(C_inc) '_' num2str(C_ecc) '_' 
num2str(C_raan) '_' num2str(C_ap) '_' num2str(C_ma) '_' num2str(C_mm)]; 
tlename=['vectle.txt']; 
%tlename=[num2str(C_inc) '_' num2str(C_ecc) '_' num2str(C_raan) '_' 
num2str(C_ap) '_' num2str(C_ma) '_' num2str(C_mm) '.txt']; 
%tlename=[C(4:14) 'tle.txt']; 
%mkdir(paraName); 
%path=['C:\Users\daniel\Desktop\thesis\thesis2\test\variedTLE2\' 
paraName]; 
%cd(path); 
  
%write TLE 
TLE1=[[B{2} ' '],[B{3} ' '],[B{4} ' '],[B{5} '  '],[B{6} '  '],[B{7} '  
'],... 
[B{8} ' '],[B{9} ' '],[B{10}]]; 
  
TLE2=[[B{11} ' '],[B{12} ' '],[inc ' '],[raan ' '],[ecc ' '],... 
[ap ' '],[ma '  '],[mm]]; 
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%fid2=fopen([C(11:14) '_' num2str(C_inc) '_' num2str(C_ecc) '_' 
num2str(C_raan) '_' num2str(C_ap) '_' num2str(C_ma) '_' num2str(C_mm) 
'.tle.txt'],'w+'); 
fid2=fopen(tlename,'w+'); 
  
fprintf(fid2, '%s \n', C, TLE1, TLE2); 
  
fclose all; 
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Appendix B: 2007 Graphs 
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Appendix C: 2008 Graphs 
Object 70301 
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Appendix D: 2009 Graphs 
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